FPS Bulletin 51 – November 2021
Welcome to issue 51 of the Firefighters’ Pensions Schemes bulletin. We hope that
readers remain safe and well.
If you are looking for information on a certain topic, issue and content indexes are
held on the main bulletin page of the website and are updated following each new
issue.
If you have any comments on this bulletin or suggested items for future issues,
please email claire.hey@local.gov.uk.
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Calendar of events
Please see below a calendar of upcoming events relevant to the Firefighters’
Pension Schemes. Only those events which are hyperlinked are currently available
to book. If you have any events you would like to be included in a future bulletin,
please email claire.hey@local.gov.uk.
Table 1: Calendar of events

Event

Date

FPS coffee morning

7 and 21 December 2021

Eversheds Sutherland pensions
conference

1 December 2021

Eastern regional group

7 December 2021

SAB

9 December 2021

North East regional group

16 February 2021
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FPS
Home Office consultation: Amendments to the FPS in England 2022
On 8 November 2021, the Home Office launched a consultation on the amendments
to the pension scheme regulations to deliver the first set of changes to remove the
transitional protections from the FPS 2015.
These changes enact the policy announced in February of this year and are
consequential to the provisions in the Public Service Pensions & Judicial Offices Bill
(PSPJO) currently before Parliament. The changes are intended to come into force
on 1 April 2022.
This is part of the package of measures that the government is undertaking to
remove the discrimination identified by the courts in the McCloud and Sargeant
cases. The second phase will address the issue of giving members a retrospective
choice of benefits for the remedy period. The Home Office will consult on this
separately next year.
Please find details of the consultation and associated documents at the link here:
Amendments to the firefighters’ pension schemes in England 2022 - GOV.UK
(www.gov.uk)
The consultation is open until Sunday 2 January 2022.
As it will be for individual Fire and Rescue Authorities (FRAs) as the Scheme
Manager to apply the regulations, FRAs are encouraged to respond to the
consultation.
Immediate Detriment Framework updates
On 19 November 2021, the FBU and LGA published a joint statement to update
colleagues on the impact of HMRC’s policy note of 27 October 2021 and the Finance
(No.2) Bill.
The guidance to FRAs available on the age discrimination page of the FPS
Regulations and Guidance website has been updated accordingly. Log-in details are
required to access the page and can be provided to practitioners and administrators
only.
Sample letters to assist FRAs in administering the Framework have also been added
to this page. Please note that these letters have not been developed by the
communications group and are not endorsed but have been shared by FRAs/
administrators as examples of good practice and to reduce duplication of work.
Some cases may require additional information or slightly alternative information to
be added / amended on an ad-hoc basis.
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On 29 November 2021, we wrote to FRAs and other stakeholders to tell them that
the Home Office has withdrawn its informal and non-statutory guidance on
processing certain kinds of immediate detriment case ahead of legislation, with
immediate effect. All versions of the guidance have been removed from the FPS
Regulations and Guidance website.
The Home Office also gave the following update on funding:
“I also want to take this opportunity to provide some further clarity in relation to the
funding position. As the Government does not advise that immediate detriment
cases should be processed in advance of the legislation coming into force, we will
not be in a position to provide any additional funding for those costs which are paid
outside of the pension account. These costs include payments that are not
considered to be legitimate expenditure under the pension scheme regulations and
any associated administration costs including any charges from your pension
administrator. These will need to be funded locally by your fire and rescue authority
from local budgets.
In relation to immediate detriment costs paid from the pension account in the course
of processing pipeline cases, FRAs will need to ensure that these payments comply
with the financing regulations of the pension scheme. If they are considered to be
legitimate expenditure then they will be considered for payment as part of the
established processes for claiming the AME top up grant.”
We appreciate that this may be a cause of concern to colleagues who are
considering to adopt or who have adopted the MoU and Framework. We are
considering the various aspects within the note and will write to FRAs and FRSs with
further information as soon as possible.
Age discrimination remedy - member letters 1 April 2022
Under the communications pillar of the LGA’s remedy Project Implementation
Document deliverables, we said that we would provide communications to explain
the effect of protected members moving to FPS 2015 with effect from 1 April 2022
and communications to members not affected by the changes to benefits.
A suite of letters has been developed in collaboration with the Fire Communications
Working Group. These can be given by FRAs to scheme members ahead of
prospective remedy implementation on 1 April 2022. This includes a tailored version
for each member cohort: protected, taper protected, unprotected, and out of scope.
The letters are available on the new prospective remedy page of the FPS
Regulations and Guidance website.
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Guide to combining pension scheme service updated
The guide to combining pension scheme service in the FPS has been updated with
new or amended definitions of remedy membership cohorts.
We have also replaced references to the “modified scheme” with the correct
terminology of FPS 2006 special members/ membership, ahead of the anticipated
second options exercise, to make sure that we are using consistent wording in all
documents.
Clean and tracked versions of the guide can be found on our guides and sample
documents webpage under the ‘Aggregation’ heading.
A to Z of pension terms updated
As part of our ongoing development of the FPS Member website, the A to Z of
pensions terms page has been expanded significantly. We welcome any suggestions
for additional content that would be useful to increase understanding of pensions
terminology. Please email bluelightpensions@local.gov.uk.
Technical query log
The current log of queries and responses is available on the FPS Regulations and
Guidance website. The queries have been anonymised and divided into topics. The
log is updated monthly in line with the bulletin release dates.
Queries have been answered this month in the following categories: combining
service (page 17). Queries from earlier months have been grey shaded to
differentiate from new items.
Please bear with us if you experience a delay in response to your technical query. As
you can imagine, much of our resource is currently focused on remedy-related
issues.
As a reminder, the recently reinstated Knowledge Hub technical forum can be used
as an alternative, if you need an informal steer from sector colleagues in the
meantime. See FPS Bulletin 47 – July 2021 for more information.

FPS England SAB updates
SAB SMA committee vacancy
We have a vacancy on the Scheme Management and Administration (SMA)
committee for an FRA LPB representative. The main objectives of the committee are
to provide guidance to the SAB to understand the value and cost of administration
and to consider how scheme managers and administrators can best be supported by
identifying best practice.
This is a great opportunity for an LPB member to get more involved with governance
at a national level and represent the views of the sector.
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The required commitment is usually three to four meetings per year, and these are
currently being held virtually. If you are interested in sitting on the committee or
would like more information, please email bluelight.pensions@local.gov.uk.

Other News and Updates
Finance (No.2) Bill 2021/22
On 2 November 2021, HM Treasury (HMT) formally introduced the Finance (No.2)
Bill 2021/22 to Parliament. The Bill includes several provisions that may affect the
administration of the FPS.
Clause 9: Changes to annual allowance scheme pays deadlines
This clause changes deadlines associated with mandatory scheme pays. The period
within which some members must give notice of their election will be extended. The
deadline for administrators to provide information about annual allowance tax
charges will also change.
Clause 11: Tax impacts resulting from the McCloud remedy
The clause provides HMT with the power to make regulations to address tax impacts
that arise because of implementing the McCloud remedy. Provisions made under
this section may be retrospective and may be different for different member types.
The changes will have effect from 6 April 2022 or later.
You can follow the progress of the Finance (No.2) Bill 2021/22 on the UK Parliament
website.
Proposed amendments to the PSPJO Bill
Amendments to the PSPJO Bill have been proposed. You can read the proposed
changes in the marshalled list of amendments. You can follow the progress of the
PSPJO Bill on the UK Parliament website.
Legal challenge: remedy costs and cost control mechanism
Unions across the public sector have launched a judicial review against HMT about
including McCloud/ Sargeant remedy costs in the cost control mechanism. The FBU,
GMB, and BMA argue that the cost of rectifying the discrimination should not be met
by scheme members.
The provisional results of the 2016 cost cap valuation showed that all public service
schemes were cheaper than expected. This would have led to a reduction in
contributions or improvements in benefits from April 2019 had the cost control
process not been paused.
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Pension scams: new restrictions on transfers
On 8 November 2021:
•

the Government published its Response to Pension scams: empowering
trustees and protecting members consultation

•

The Occupational and Personal Pension Schemes (Conditions for Transfers)
Regulations 2021 [SI 2021/1237] were laid

•

the Pensions Regulator (TPR) published TPR guidance on dealing with
transfer requests, which includes a helpful flowchart setting out the transfer
process.

The regulations take effect from 30 November 2021. They introduce further legal
restrictions on a member’s statutory right to transfer. The regulations give pension
managers and administrators tools to act if they have suspicions about the
circumstances that have led the member to request a transfer. The member will no
longer be able to insist on a statutory transfer taking place in these circumstances.
PDP November newsletter
The Pensions Dashboards Programme (PDP) has published its November
newsletter. The newsletter includes links to:
•
•
•
•
•

the PDP director’s blog reflecting on recent achievements and looking forward
to activity in the next few months
the October progress update report
dashboard providers’ update, and confirms that successful applicants to help
test the pensions dashboards ecosystem will be announced in December
the identity hub which provides information about the approach to procuring
an identity service
the technical glossary which includes definitions of key terminology.

TPO stakeholder survey
The Pensions Ombudsman (TPO) is seeking your views on how you think it is doing
and where it can improve things. TPO would be grateful if you could complete the
Stakeholder survey which is open until Wednesday 8 December 2021.
One of TPO’s strategic goals is to support and influence the pensions industry and
the wider alternative dispute resolution sector to deliver effective dispute resolution.
Your feedback is important as it will help to shape TPO’s future planning, identify
areas for improvement and improve the complaints process for its customers.

HMRC
HMRC newsletters/bulletins
On 30 November 2021, HMRC published Pension schemes newsletter 135
containing important updates and guidance for schemes. The newsletter includes
7
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articles on:
•
•
•
•
•

Relief at source
Pension scheme migration
Accessing your business tax account
Annual allowance charge ― members declaring their annual allowance
charge on their Self Assessment tax return
Accounting for tax return

Managing Pension Schemes service
On 18 November 2021, HMRC published a Managing Pension Schemes newsletter
and new GOV.UK guidance with information on the new feature available on the
Managing Pension Schemes service. These also include information on how to
prepare to migrate your pension schemes to the Managing Pension Schemes
service.
Pension scheme administrators can now view a list of schemes they need to migrate
to the Managing Pension Schemes service. Currently it’s a ‘read only’ list. You won’t
be able to migrate any pension schemes at this point. Only schemes with a status of
‘open’ on the Pension Schemes Online service will be included in the list.
To view the list of schemes, you’ll need to be enrolled on the Managing Pension
Schemes service using your existing ‘A0’ administrator ID. Scheme administrators
with multiple administrator IDs will need to have completed the process of setting up
their ‘Master’ and ‘Ancillary’ IDs, and have enrolled using their ‘Master’ ID.
HMRC will continue to keep you updated on the Managing Pension Schemes service
through their Pension Schemes Newsletters.
Please email migration.mps@hmrc.gov.uk if you have any further questions or
feedback on the Managing Pension Schemes service, including the migration of
pensions schemes.
2020/21 Event Reporting - Annual Allowance Statements and Lifetime
Allowance
As last year, HMRC is prepared to accept scheme data regarding pension savings
statements for 2020/21 from PCM customers on an excel spreadsheet rather than
through the scheme’s Event Report. All other scheme events for 2020/21, with the
exception of the lifetime allowance protection regimes (see below), must be
submitted via Pensions Online.
This concession is on the clear understanding that the pension savings statement
data represents part of the scheme’s formal reporting obligations for the 2020/21
Event Report. The data must be submitted by 31 January 2022 and HMRC reserves
the right to open enquiries based on any of the pension savings statement
information provided.
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The data required for each member is:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name of Member (Title, First Name, Surname)
National Insurance Number of Member
Aggregate Pension Input Amounts for the scheme (x)
Tax Year Ending (that the information relates to)
Have you provided this member with a pension savings statement under
regulation 14A(1)(b)(ii) SI 2006/567? (Y/N) (Money Purchase Pension
Savings Statement)
If Yes, provide the Aggregate Pension Input Amounts for Money Purchase
Arrangements (y)

All fields must be completed. For members who have both x & y above, it would be
helpful if you list the data in the same line on the spreadsheet.
Guidance is included at HMRC Pensions Tax Manual 161600 and HMRC Pensions
Tax Manual 167000
For the data to be compatible with HMRC’s IT systems it must submitted on a
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet encrypted via Winzip.
All files should be sent via e-mail to pensions.businessdelivery@hmrc.gov.uk and
your PCM copied in. HMRC will notify the scheme of receipt to enable the password
to be provided under separate cover.
Lifetime Allowance
You may recall from last year that, in accordance with article 6.2 of the Pension
schemes newsletter 85 - March 2017, the Event Report has not yet been amended
to include lifetime allowance protections that members applied for online. If you need
to submit these details to HMRC, you can also submit them on a password protected
spreadsheet and send the password in a separate email.
You should put ‘Lifetime allowance – Event Reporting’ in the subject line of your
email and send this to pensions.businessdelivery@hmrc.gov.uk and, again, copy in
your PCM. This data must also be provided by 31 January 2022.
If a scheme chooses to use this facility to provide this information, it is entirely at the
scheme’s own risk. HMRC accept no responsibility of loss, interception, or corruption
until data is delivered safely to them.

Events
FPS coffee mornings
Our MS Teams coffee mornings are continuing every second Tuesday. The informal
sessions lasting up to an hour allow practitioners to catch up with colleagues and
hear a brief update on FPS issues from the LGA Bluelight team.
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The next session is due to take place on 7 December 2021.
We are pleased to include the presentations from recent sessions below:
9 November 2021 – FRA remedy self-assessment survey
23 November 2021 – Immediate Detriment Framework update - UPCs
An FPS coffee mornings page has been added to the Events menu of the FPS
Regulations and Guidance website to hold previous presentations.
If you do not already receive the meeting invitations and would like to join us, please
email bluelight.pensions@local.gov.uk. Please note that attendance at the coffee
mornings is generally restricted to FPS practitioners and managers.

Legislation
SI

Reference title

2021/1237

The Occupational and Personal Pension Schemes (Conditions for
Transfers) Regulations 2021

Useful links
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Firefighters’ Pensions (England) Scheme Advisory Board
FPS Regulations and Guidance
FPS Member
Khub Firefighters Pensions Discussion Forum
FPS1992 guidance and commentary
The Pensions Regulator Public Service Schemes
The Pensions Ombudsman
HMRC Pensions Tax Manual
LGA pensions website
LGPS Regulations and Guidance
LGPC Bulletins
LGPS member site
Welsh Government Fire circulars
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Contact details
Claire Hey (Senior Pension Adviser)
Telephone: 07825 731 924
Email: claire.hey@local.gov.uk
Kevin Courtney (NPCC Pensions Adviser)
Telephone: 020 7664 3202
Email: kevin.courtney@local.gov.uk

Copyright
Copyright remains with Local Government Association (LGA). This bulletin may be
reproduced without the prior permission of LGA provided it is not used for
commercial gain, the source is acknowledged and, if regulations are reproduced, the
Crown Copyright Policy Guidance issued by HMSO is adhered to.

Disclaimer
The information contained in this bulletin has been prepared by the Bluelight
Pensions team, part of the Local Government Association (LGA). It represents the
views of the team and should not be treated as a complete and authoritative
statement of the law. Readers may wish, or will need, to take their own legal advice
on the interpretation of legislation. No responsibility whatsoever will be assumed by
the LGA for any direct or consequential loss, financial or otherwise, damage or
inconvenience, or any other obligation or liability incurred by readers relying on
information contained in this bulletin.
While every attempt is made to ensure the accuracy of the bulletin, it would be
helpful if readers could bring any perceived errors or omissions to the attention of the
Bluelight team by emailing bluelight.pensions@local.gov.uk.
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